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Abstract: The mechanical strengths of nano-scale individual crystal or nanopolycrystalline metals,
and other dimensionally-related materials are increased by an order of magnitude or more as
compared to those values measured at conventional crystal or polycrystal grain dimensions.
An explanation for the result is attributed to the constraint provided at the surface of the crystals
or, more importantly, at interfacial boundaries within or between crystals. The effect is most often
described in terms either of two size dependencies: an inverse dependence on crystal size because of
single dislocation behavior or, within a polycrystalline material, in terms of a reciprocal square root
of grain size dependence, designated as a Hall-Petch relationship for the researchers first pointing
to the effect for steel and who provided an enduring dislocation pile-up interpretation for the
relationship. The current report provides an updated description of such strength properties for
iron and steel materials, and describes applications of the relationship to a wider range of materials,
including non-ferrous metals, nano-twinned, polyphase, and composite materials. At limiting small
nm grain sizes, there is a generally minor strength reversal that is accompanied by an additional
order-of-magnitude elevation of an increased strength dependence on deformation rate, thus giving
an important emphasis to the strain rate sensitivity property of materials at nano-scale dimensions.

Keywords: crystal (grain) size; nanomaterials; mechanical strength; Hall-Petch relation; dislocation
pile-ups; patented steel wire; non-ferrous materials; nano-twinned material; superalloys; composites;
strain rate sensitivity

1. Introduction

The strong increase in the mechanical strength of materials at nano-scale dimensions is an
important research activity involving tests on both individual crystals and polycrystalline samples.
Such strength levels, that are achieved for individual nanoparticles, or as thin films, micropillars,
or other polyhedral-shape crystals, also frequently involve the employment of nano-testing systems,
such as electron microscopic ‘in situ’ observations or nanoindentation hardness testing, and, perhaps
most often, involves determining the strength properties of bulk materials composed of nano-scale
crystal constituents. No less important is the current research effort applied to understanding
the reason(s) for the superior strength levels. The present report contributes to the effort by
providing a dislocation-mechanics-based analysis of such crystal strength properties, either when
seemingly un-constrained, but especially, when internally constricted within a larger polycrystalline
microstructure. Current measurements are provided on body-centered cubic (bcc) iron and steel
materials, then leading to consideration of face-centered cubic (fcc) and hexagonal close-packed (HCP)
metals and polyphase superalloys and composite example materials.
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2. Nanocrystal/Nanopolycrystal Strengths of Iron and Steel

As mentioned, the testing of individual nanocrystals often requires comparable-sized engineering
test systems and special force and displacement measuring capabilities, as compared to conventional
test systems being suitable for bulk materials containing nano-scaled constituents.

2.1. Un-Constrained Nanocrystals

A strength of ~10.7 GPa has been reported for ambient temperature compression tests made
on “free-standing” spherical iron nanoparticles with diameters in the range from several tens to
over 200 nm and exhibiting a Young’s modulus, E, of 221 GPa [1]. The particles were reported to
have a thin (γ-Fe2O3) oxidation layer of 4 nm proposed to hinder surface nucleation of dislocations.
Force-displacement curves arising from nanoindentation measurements exhibited essentially elastic
loading until the sudden plastic collapse. Copious defects, as well as deformation-twinning-like
structures, were observed in the catastrophically yielded particles. The measurements were compared
to a tensile strength of 13.4 GPa reported for an iron “whisker”. The method of testing relates to
measurements reported for silicon nanospheres of comparable dimensions, also oxide film encased,
and interpreted using a Hertzian nanoindentation basis [2]. Very importantly, an inverse dependence
of strength on crystal size was found. In general, such inverse size effect is attributed to the stress for
nucleation or growth of a dislocation loop of diameter, `, taken equal to the crystal diameter. The tensile
or compressive strength, σ`, dependence on `, to be further employed in the present report for pile-up
of circular dislocation loops [3], is given as

σ` = mT[τ0 + (3Gb/4π`){(5/6)(ln[4`/b] − 1) − [1/16]}] (1)

In Equation (1), mT is a Taylor orientation factor to connect with operation of a relevant shear stress,
τ0 is a ‘friction shear stress’ required for dislocation movement, G is shear modulus, and b is dislocation
(displacement) vector. In a follow-up report to the spherical silicon nanoparticle measurements,
a report was made on the compression of silicon nanocubes in which internal dislocation pile-ups
were hypothesized [4]. Important evidence for their presence came from the recovered backward flow
on unloading of the piled-up dislocations, seen to occur in slip band structures traversing between
the top and bottom constraints of the compression test platens. Credit was given to the pioneering
analysis of Eshelby, Frank, and Nabarro (EFN) for the description of pile-up parameters employed in
the assessment of the measurements [5]. The EFN description had led Hall and Petch to a pioneering
derivation of a reciprocal square root of ` dependence for the lower yield and cleavage fracture
strengths of low carbon steel materials in the H-P relationship [6,7]:

σ = σ0i + ki`
−1/2 (2)

In Equation (2), the experimental constants, σ0i and ki with subscript index “i” are σ0l.y.p. and kl.y.p.
for the lower yield point and are σ0C and kC for cleavage.

2.2. Constrained Polycrystalline Plasticity

In line with Equation (2), Figure 1 provides a comparative graph of measurements made on
various iron and steel materials. The figure is a latest extension of an earlier version in which the
labeled Armstrong et al. results were described and the top, delineated, theoretical strength was taken
as E/30 [8]. The current measurements cover on a log/log basis the size dependence of strength based
on the following effective length scales: the average grain diameter for conventional 0.15 wt % carbon
mild steel and other decarburized [9], IF (interstitial-free) iron [10], and ball-milled iron [11] materials;
the lamellar spacing for eutectoid (pearlitic) iron-Fe3C (iron carbide) wire [12,13]; and, the subgrain
boundary spacing for the topmost hypereutectoid wire material measurement [14], which strength
level falls coincidentally at the previously estimated value of E/30. One might also note that the solid
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and dashed curves beginning from largest length scale follow a (1/`)1/2 dependence beginning from
different levels of the σ0 value specified in Equation (2). At its smallest size, the solid inverted-triangle
and open-circle points at smallest size give indication of transition from a (1/`)1/2 dependence for
Equation (2) to a (1/`) dependence for Equation (1); see the drawn-in top-right-triangle of unit slope
based on the length scale.
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yield point (Lueders) extension. The smaller k values for the decarburized iron, ball milled iron, and 
IF iron measurements, as compared to the mild steel value, illustrate the lesser constraining effect 
produced at grain boundaries by reduction in the carbon content. A recent report has been made on 
different aspects of carbon segregation at individual dislocations and relating to pile-ups at grain 
boundaries [16]. Such segregation applies also for high manganese (fcc) austenitic steels [17]. 
Fitzgerald and Dudarev have given dislocation pile-up calculations for fcc gamma-iron based on the 
EFN model and including an important influence of elastic anisotropy [18]. 

Table 1. Hall-Petch parameters for iron and steel materials. 

Material/Method σ0(MPa) k(Mpa.mm1/2) τc(MPa) 
Mild steel, l.y.p. 71 23.4 771 
ε = 0.1 flow stress 294 12.4  
Decarburized iron 36.3 6.5  

Pearlitic steel ~30 ~19.7  
Ball milled iron 40 7.2  

IF iron 43 11  
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Original work from the author. 
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Figure 1. The strength dependence on crystal (grain) size for a number of iron and steel materials:
mild steel; decarburized (Swedish) iron; pearlitic steel; ball-milled iron; interstitial-free (IF) iron; and,
(patented) eutectoid and hypereutectoid steel wire.

Table 1 provides a list of relevant σ0 and k values for all of the data [15] in Figure 1 except for
the newly-added closed-diamond point at a highest strength level of ~7 GPa and at a measured
smallest (subgrain) spacing of ~9 nm that was reported to determine the strength level [14]. In Table 1,
the flow stress at true strain, ε = 0.1, gives indication of raising, σ0ε, and reducing kε after the lower
yield point (Lueders) extension. The smaller k values for the decarburized iron, ball milled iron,
and IF iron measurements, as compared to the mild steel value, illustrate the lesser constraining
effect produced at grain boundaries by reduction in the carbon content. A recent report has been
made on different aspects of carbon segregation at individual dislocations and relating to pile-ups at
grain boundaries [16]. Such segregation applies also for high manganese (fcc) austenitic steels [17].
Fitzgerald and Dudarev have given dislocation pile-up calculations for fcc gamma-iron based on the
EFN model and including an important influence of elastic anisotropy [18].

Table 1. Hall-Petch parameters for iron and steel materials.

Material/Method σ0(MPa) k(Mpa.mm1/2) τc(MPa)

Mild steel, l.y.p. 71 23.4 771
ε = 0.1 flow stress 294 12.4
Decarburized iron 36.3 6.5

Pearlitic steel ~30 ~19.7
Ball milled iron 40 7.2

IF iron 43 11
ε = 0.002 wire 60–1210 6.9–12.7 63–214

Original work from the author.
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The local shear stress at a pile-up tip is included in the H-P model description as [19]

kε = mT(πmSGbτCε/2α)1/2 (3)

In Equation (3), mS is a Sachs orientation factor, τCε is the local shear stress at the pile-up tip,
and α ≈ 0.84 is for an average dislocation character. Several estimates of τCε are given on the top and
bottom lines of Table 1. In comparison with the top value, a τCε = 0.83 GPa had been estimated for
conventional grain size measurements [19]. The lower τCε values given in Table 1 relate to the predicted
transition to a (1/`) dependence for the reported steel wire measurements, and here, the range in τCε

values relates to several ways described in [13] of accounting for the strength properties in terms of
different σ0ε and kε values.

The natural limit for reduction in pile-up size is given by one dislocation loop expanding against
the grain boundary resistance. Such estimation corresponds to the EFN condition for number of
dislocation loops in a circular pile-up, n = 1.0 ≈ (2αkε`1/2/πmTGb). The single loop pile-up condition
is obtained by modifying Equation (1) to include the addition of mTτCε to overcome the grain boundary
resistance as

σ = σ` + mTτCε (4)

In Equation (4), the value of τCε is obtained from Equation (3) by employing the known value of
kε. The n = 1.0 condition is shown in Figure 1 to occur just below the observed turn-up in strength
observed for the Zhang et al. [13] (filled-inverted-triangle) measurements. Interestingly, the indicated
trend of the (1/`) dependence in Figure 1 points to the plotted position of highest strength level
reported for the filled-diamond measurement. Notably, the transition at n = 1.0 depends on kε in
Equation (3), and thus, is moved to smaller ` as kε is larger. Thus, for example, the mild steel and
open-square pearlitic steel wire results with larger kε values are unaffected. Previous indication had
been given by Langford for a possible (1/`) dependence for other pearlitic wire results [20]. Admittedly,
however, the highest strength result obtained in [14] was obtained in a relatively more complicated
situation and the subgrain spacing was taken in that report as the effective grain size to fit a raised
H-P dependence in Equation (2). Under the condition of such severe drawing, the Fe3C carbide phase,
that anyway is thermodynamically unstable, was found to dissolve in a carbon-supersaturated ferrite
phase that then evolved into a final stabilized columnar, nano-scale, subgrain boundary structure with
segregated carbon, thus producing the present suggested changeover to a (1/`) dependence of the
resultant strength.

2.3. Severe Plastic Deformation (SPD)

The role of severe plastic deformation in achieving exceptional grain size refinement with
consequent high strength levels at nano-scale dimensions, as exhibited, for example, by the severely
drawn wire materials, is an important engineering accomplishment. Muñoz, Higuera, and Cabrera
have reported values of σoy = 122 MPa and ky = 11.4 MPa.mm1/2 for ARMCO iron processed by equal
channel angular pressing (ECAP) and leading to a highest value of σy ≈ 0.9 GPa at ` ≈ 300 nm [21].
Pioneering work has been done by Valiev and colleagues on ECAP and other processing methods
of severe plastic deformation (SPD), dedicated to the production of bulk steel and other metal and
alloy materials [22]. These researchers have given a comprehensive description on the obtainment
of nanograins, nanoclusters, and nanotwins, and especially on the obtainment of high dislocation
densities from forced extrusion conditions involving ε values of ~4–6 [23]. The high dislocation
densities contribute to raising both σ0ε and the strain hardening property generally measured by
(dσ0ε/dε) and, hence, also contribute to increasing the material ductility. An enhanced fatigue
endurance and the occurrence of superplasticity was described in [22,23] for a variety of nano-size
grain and grain boundary structures.

As indicated, emphasis had been given in [14] to the ultrahigh strength produced by SPD
being associated with a high density of dislocations that transformed to a final columnar subgrain
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structure that, in turn, was stabilized by the high carbon content of the hypereutectoid steel
containing 0.98 wt % carbon. A similar report has been made for achievement of a tensile strength
of 2.5 GPa for a medium carbon steel of 0.45 wt % carbon first quenched to body-centered
tetragonal martensite and then processed by SPD via high-pressure torsion [24]; thus, adding
deformation-induced phase transformation into the engineering tools available to some materials for
improving strength properties. In this case, the strength was attributed largely to two sources: stronger
grains via solid solution strengthening and an increased dislocation density, both strengthening
terms being in σ0 in Equation (2); and, because of grain boundary strengthening, in the k`−1/2 term.
Such complication is added-to also by the employment of alloying elements, such as manganese, to
produce SPD-induced transformation to martensite then to be subjected to appropriate annealing or
tempering treatment [25,26]. In [26], emphasis was given to the resultant structure being achieved by
deformation via transformation-induced plasticity associated with structural partitioning, thus also
allowing the achievement of an increased ductility for the material.

3. Nanopolycrystal FCC Metals

Simulated partial dislocation nucleation at the surface vertices of polygonal, defect-free, fcc
metal nanoparticles has been reported [27]. A modified 0.66 power-exponent for the inverse size
dependence was obtained. Otherwise, an order-of-magnitude increase in strength level occurs also
for nanopolycrystal fcc metals, as well, as demonstrated in the log/log plot of Figure 2 that has been
compiled from reported measurements made on aluminum, nickel and copper materials [28–33].
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Figure 2. Comparison at conventional and ultrafine grain sizes of H-P measurements for aluminum,
copper and nickel.

3.1. Nanograin and Nanotwin Strengthening

In Figure 2, the several H-P-described conventional grain size results are extended to
join with counterpart ultrafine grain size measurements. For the aluminum measurements, a
transition is shown from a conventional grain size determination of k.002 = ~2.3 MPa.mm1/2 to a
higher kε = ~4.8 MPa.mm1/2 value associated with yield point behavior, in the analogous manner
already mentioned for the iron and steel materials listed in Table 1, rising to a highest value of
kl.y.p. = 23.4 MPa.mm1/2. The nickel measurements at conventional grain size gave an initial proof
stress k.002 = ~5.2 MPa.mm1/2 as compared to the hardness-determined k.075 = ~6.2 MPa.mm1/2
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applicable for the ultrafine grain size measurements. In this case for conventional grain size
nickel measurements, a relatively rare reduction in kε to 2.15 MPa.mm1/2 was obtained at ε = 0.14.
The indicated H-P dependence at nano-scale grain sizes for copper was reported for compiled
measurements [33] and, as will be shown, these data were (to be) matched with nanotwin
measurements, in which the nanotwin spacing was taken to produce a same type H-P dependence
until reaching a smallest spacing of ~20 nm and thereafter showing grain size weakening at smaller
twin spacings, not untypical of other nano-scale grain size measurements.

The different values of kε for the fcc metals have been explained on the basis that cross-slip is
required for the transmission of plastic flow at the crystal grain boundaries [34]. Connection was made
in Equation (3), with single crystal shear stress measurements for cross-slip, that is, with the value of
τCε = τIII, the single crystal shear stress for cross-slip. Thus, aluminum, demonstrably exhibiting easy
cross-slip, has a lowest kε ≥ 1.2 MPa.mm1/2 value, whereas an approximately same value of kε for
nickel and copper is obtained because the lower τIII for nickel, as compared to copper, compensates in
Equation (3) for the lower copper value of G.

Much of the current research on the H-P relationship, and on the dislocation pile-ups that provide
the basis for it, is being done at the micro- or nano-scale level. An important illustration was provided
by Kapp, Kirchlechner, Pippan, and Dehm [35] in bend tests of bicrystalline copper microcantilevers
deformed in-situ under observation with a scanning electron microscope. Slip bands, observed as
terminating surface ledges, were observed to be blocked as they approached a bicrystal grain boundary
running along the length of the beam. As previously noted for the silicon nano-cube strain recovery
observations [4], Kapp et al. associated the obtainment of very significant (Bauschinger-type) strain
recovery measurements in their experiments to occur by (backward) relaxation of dislocation pile-ups.
In another case, the depth dependence of nanoindentation hardness impressions placed adjacent to
an Fe-2.2 wt % Si bicrystal boundary was employed to monitor the transmission of slip through the
boundary [36]. In the report, H-P dependence was obtained in accordance with the EFN description
for an estimated pile-up length of 200 nm and effective shear stress of 1.5 GPa. The important
experiment and analysis were followed-up more recently by another research group [37] presenting a
theoretical model description involving the boundary impeding the pile-up of geometrically necessary
dislocations produced by the nanoindentations. Similar measurements had been reported for a copper
bicrystal grain boundary, including an important consideration of the indentation rate dependence [38].
A discrete dislocation dynamics model description relating the H-P dependence to grain boundary
penetrability has been reported [39].

Figure 3 shows relation of copper nanotwin measurements of Lu et al. [33] fitting extrapolation of
the conventional grain size measurements reported by Hansen and Ralph [32], whose measurements
were also shown in Figure 2. The predicted H-P transition to single loop behavior in this case at
` = ~100 nm, as established by employing the modified single loop calculation of Li and Liu [3],
had been predicted by Armstrong and Smith [40]. Hall-Petch behavior, as measured by elastic
strains, has been reported to extend down to ` ≈ 3 nm for nanotwinned gold nanowires of 12 and
20 nm diameter [41]. Strength and strain rate sensitivity measurements have been reported for an
axially-aligned, penta-twinned, structure in silver nanowires of 5 to 30 nm diameter [42]. Other related
copper bicrystal micropillar experiments had been reported in which an axial coherent twin boundary
was produced by a focused ion beam processing method and compressed in a nanoindentation test
system to reveal, with reference to H-P model interpretation, the action of slip system transfer across
the boundary [43]. Comparable nano-scale experiments and analyses have been reported as well for
other micropillar materials, including “smaller is stronger” results for submicron aluminum specimens
exhibiting an instability that was suppressed by the introduction of grain boundaries and secondary
precipitate particles leading to flow stress levels exceeding 1.0 GPa [44].
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Figure 3. The flow stress dependence on grain size and nano-twin spacing for copper materials also
relating to the transition from an (1/`)1/2 to a (1/`) dependence at ~100 nm and then to grain size
weakening behavior at ~20 nm.

3.2. Nanograin Size Weakening

In Figure 3, grain size weakening is shown to occur for the nanotwinned copper material at
` ≤ ~20 nm [33]. The observation is attributed to deformation occurring principally in the grain
boundary region, for example, by grain boundary sliding [45]. A general type of constitutive equation,
that was originally developed to include measurements made on grain boundary weakening behavior
observed in high temperature creep-type experiments, has been expressed for the observation in terms
of strain rate dependence, (dε/dt) as

(dε/dt) = (ADLGb/kBT)(b/`)p(σ/G)q (5)

In Equation (5), DL is an appropriate boundary diffusion coefficient, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,
T is temperature, and A and exponents, p and q, are experimental constants, in the latter case, taking
on values of 1.0 or 2.0. In Figure 3, for example, p/q = 1.0. More recently, the equation has been applied
to a range of nano-scale measurements made on nano-grain nickel materials for which the strain
rate dependence of the plastic flow stress has been monitored in terms of a dimensional “activation
volume”, v* = A*b, parameter for which A* is the thermal activation area and b is in the plane of A* as

v* = A*b = kBT[∂{ln(dε/dt)}/∂τTh]T (6)

In Equation (6), the change in stress, ∂τTh, accompanying an imposed change in strain rate is taken
to be a thermal component of stress. Furthermore, the value of τIII in the fcc kε is thermally-activated
and so depends on the strain rate in the same manner as applies for the value of σoε. On such basis,
an apparent H-P type dependence for the reciprocal value of v* is obtained from both Equation (2) H-P
σ0ε and kε terms as

(1/v*) = (1/v*)0 + (kε/2mTτCεvC*)`−1/2 (7)

Figure 4 shows a compilation of (1/v*) measurements for conventional and nano-scale nickel
materials [46–49]. The measurements follow an H-P type dependence because of the constant value
of τCεvC*, at least at small strains [50]. Additional grain size weakening measurements have been
added to the figure. Whereas, the (1/v*) values are shown to increase by an order of magnitude
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between conventional and nano-scale grain sizes, there is an additional order-of-magnitude increase
to atomic-scale dimensions for the grain size weakening behavior that itself is strain rate dependent,
as demonstrated in Figure 4 for connection of the lower (1/v*) value for the 40 nm grain size material
tested at (dε/dt) = 1.04 s−1 as compared with the higher value at a creep-connected strain rate
10−5 times slower [49]. Calculated values of v* from Equation (6) showed an agreement with the
additional increase in order of magnitude measurements [50]. These higher nano-scale dimensions
seem reasonable with respect to individual atomic displacements being associated with grain boundary
shearing deformations.
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4. Discussion

Of course, there are other important materials to consider beyond bcc iron and steel and the fcc
aluminum, copper, and nickel materials, for which most crystal size dependent strength measurements
and analyses have been made. A H-P dependence and the corresponding crystal size effect are
known to be important for hcp metals because of the restricted number of slip or deformation
twinning systems that are available to effect the accommodation and transmission of plastic flow at
the crystal boundaries [9]. As an example, Kumar, Beyerlein, and Tomé have reported on grain size
constraints against twin expansion for hcp materials, such as magnesium, whose H-P dependence has
been investigated in detail relative to variously processing developed crystal orientation-dependent
textures [51]. Even for nano-crystal fcc metals, Yuan, Beyerlein, and Zhou have presented reasonably
quantitative evidence of concern for a crystallographic texture influence on σ0ε and kε [52].

Much research has been done on α-titanium materials. Discrimination between the strengthening
aspects of low-angle grain boundaries, whose misorientation, ∆θ, is accounted for in terms of the
dislocation content, and in terms of accompanying high-angle grain boundaries, which are accounted
for in terms of combined dislocations and coincident site lattice (CSL) matching, has been described
for H-P results obtained by SPD processing of pure titanium [53]. X-ray Laue micro-diffraction and
high angular resolution, electron back-scatter, diffraction measurements have been made on titanium
to reveal locally the mis-orientations of adjacent grains, across which the forward stress concentrations
of unrelaxed dislocation pile-ups could be correlated with the EFN model analysis [54,55]. Bond and
Zikry have described a framework for dislocation pile-ups at grain boundaries spanning CSL and
random structures [56].
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Other materials are of interest as well. For example, a recent report has described observation of
an exceptional grain boundary strengthening for nanocrystalline oxide materials [57]. The strength
properties of other unidirectionally-solidified superalloy eutectic systems [19] and more complex
eutectoid [58] and micro-laminated superalloy [59] material strength properties have been shown
to follow a H-P dependence. Such strengthening in the Co crystal-matrix-constrained, composite
WC-Co, cemented carbide system is well-known and was most recently illustrated by the application
of nanoindentation hardness measurements [60].

Other material properties than strength are also affected by the same crystal size dependencies
that have been described in the present case. An increase in mechanical toughness has been attributed
to nano-scale silicon crystal thin films, nanospheres, and nanopillar type materials [61] mentioned at
the beginning of the current report [2,4]. Valiev et al. [22–24] have described a full range of strength
and related material properties that are improved at nano-scale dimensions. A sample report on the
importance of taking material size into account in micro-scale deformation and fabrication processing
of metal components is given in [62].

5. Summary

Comparative strength levels have been presented and assessed for nano-scale test measurements
made on individual nanoparticles and nanopolycrystalline materials. An inverse crystal size
dependence applies for individual, defect-free, particles, and is attributed to resisted dislocation
nucleation at the particle surfaces, with or without the influence of an oxide layer. A H-P type
reciprocal square root of grain size dependence, that applies quite generally at conventional and
micro-scale polycrystal grain sizes, is shown on the basis of a supporting dislocation pile-up description
to transition to a reciprocal size dependence in the nano-scale regime. Otherwise, current references
are provided for wide employment of the pile-up model. An analogous Hall-Petch dependence for the
reciprocal thermal “activation volume”, (1/v*), parameter, which exhibits a same order-of-magnitude
increase in value over conventional-to-micro-scale grain sizes, is shown to increase by a further
order of magnitude in the tens of nm grain size weakening regime, depending on the applied strain
rate. Thus, v* presents itself as a sensitive marker for monitoring the strengthening or weakening
of nanopolycrystals.
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